The Honors College Wishes to Thank the Following Faculty Who Agreed to
Supervise Honors Contracts During Spring 2014 Courses:

Sergio Abit, Plant & Soil Sciences
Imad Abouzahr, Engineering Technology
Bruce Ackerson, Physics
Brant Adams, Music
Elia Adams, Foreign Languages & Literature
Danny Adkison, Political Science
Barbara Allen, Media & Strategic Communications
Mayra Almodovar Lopez, Human Development & Family Science
Isabel Alvarez-Sancho, Foreign Languages & Literature
Ali Amiri, Management Science & Information Systems
Kim Anderson, Agricultural Economics
Julie Angle, Teaching & Curriculum Leadership
Andrew Arena, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Kevin Ausman, Chemistry
Kaladi Babu, Physics
Lucy Bailey, Educational Studies
Jon Bakos, English
Leslie Baldwin, Communication Sciences & Disorders
Leticia Barchini, Mathematics
Robert Baron, Entrepreneurship
Arpita Basu, Nutritional Sciences
Brad Bays, Geography
Lana Beasley, Psychology
Ken Belanus, Engineering Technology
Jason Belden, Zoology
Kelvin Beliele, English
Danielle Bellmer, Biosystems & Agricultural Engineering
Laura Belmonte, History
Nancy Betts, Nutritional Sciences
Suzanne Bilbeisi, Architecture
Bradley Blaylock, Accounting
Frank Blum, Chemistry
Alexander Boquist, Finance
Sean Bowman, Mathematics
Glenn Brown, Biosystems & Agricultural Engineering
Tom Brown, Marketing
Belinda Bruner, English
Rifat Bulut, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Richard Bunce, Chemistry
Ed Burkley, Psychology
Melissa Burkley, Psychology
Kim Burnham, Microbiology & Molecular Genetics
Jennifer Byrd-Craven, Psychology
James Cain, Philosophy
Michelle Calvo Lorenzo, Animal Science
Patricia Canaan, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Scott Carter, Animal Science
Eric Chan-Tin, Computer Science
John Chaney, Psychology
Phil Choo, Art, Graphic Design & Art History
Greg Clare, Design, Housing, Merchandising
David Cline, Computer Science
Joe Conner, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Steven Cooper, Animal Science
Dinah Cox, English
Nuri Creager, Foreign Languages & Literature
Christopher Crick, Computer Science
Christopher Cushing, Psychology
John Davenport, Geography
David Davis, Hotel & Restaurant Administration
Jim Davis, Political Science
William Decker, English
Jason Defreitas, Applied Health & Educational Psychology
Ronald Delahoussaye, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Chad Depperschmidt, Educational Studies
Udaya DeSilva, Animal Science
Jovette Dew, Diversity Academic Support
Camille DeYong, Industrial Engineering & Management
Amber Dickinson, Political Science
Joseph Donoghue, Geology
Yongtao Du, History
Andy Dzialowski, Zoology
Debbie Earley, Communication Sciences & Disorders
Tamer Elbayoumi, Statistics
Randi Eldevik, English
Robert Emerson, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Jim Fain, Economics & Legal Studies
Shannon Ferrell, Agricultural Economics
Paul Fili, Mathematics
Bryan Finch, Management
Jerry Fitch, Animal Science
Karen Flaherty-Pappas, Marketing
Gayla Foster, Teaching & Curriculum Leadership
Eric French, Political Science
Andrew Fullerton, Sociology
Robert Fulton, Veterinary Pathobiology
Mary Gade, Economics & Legal Studies
Eric Garcia, Music
Justin Gardiner, English
Brandt Gardner, Human Development & Family Science
Gail Gates, Nutritional Sciences
John Gelder, Chemistry
Bill Gentry, Department of Wellness
Amit Ghosh, Mathematics
Duane Gill, Sociology
DeMond Grant, Psychology
Ryan Greenbaum, Management
Jennifer Grindstaff, Zoology
Elizabeth Grubgeld, English
Mary Gwin, Philosophy
Joshua Habiger, Statistics
Jeff Hadwiger, Microbiology & Molecular Genetics
 Todd Halihan, Geology
Katherine Hallemeier, English
Meredith Hamilton, Zoology
Murat Hancer, Hotel & Restaurant Administration
Reuel Hanks, Geography
Holley Hansen, Political Science
William Hargett, Psychology
Marty Heitz, Philosophy
Doug Henderson, Music
Sunderesh Heragu, Industrial Engineering & Management
Jennifer Hernandez Gifford, Animal Science
Rebekah Herrick, Political Science
Karen Hickman, Natural Resource Ecology & Management
Karen High, Chemical Engineering
Heidi Hoart, Hotel & Restaurant Administration
Jack Hodgson, Media & Strategic Communications
Shane Hoffman, Media & Strategic Communications
Jeanne Homer, Architecture
Jingtong Hu, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Laura Hubbs-Tait, Human Development & Family Science
   Matt Hull, Finance
   James Huston, History
   Apple Igrek, Philosophy
Ricki Ingalls, Industrial Engineering & Management
   Asfaha Iob, Chemistry
Jamey Jacob, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
   AJ Johannes, Chemical Engineering
   Gilbert John, Microbiology & Molecular Genetics
   Jesse Johnson, Mathematics
Louis Johnson, Electrical & Computer Engineering
   Rodney Jones, Agricultural Economics
   Ning Ju, Mathematics
   Anthony Kable, Mathematics
Ramesh Kaipa, Communication Sciences & Disorders
Kaan Kalkan, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
   Mihyun Kang, Design, Housing, Merchandising
   Igor Karaca, Music
   Dennis Kennedy, Sociology
   Shelia Kennison, Psychology
   Ted Kian, Media & Strategic Communications
   J.B. Kim, Economics & Legal Studies
   John Kinder, History
   Ken Kiser, Sociology
   Bob Kropp, Animal Science
Ajay Kumar, Biosystems & Agricultural Engineering
   Lorraine Landry, Philosophy
   Thomas Lanners Music
   Barry Lavine, Chemistry
   Brad Lawson, Accounting
Joan Leegant, English
Brandon Lenoir, Political Science
Lynn Lewis, English
Weiping Li, Mathematics
Diane Limbaugh, Design, Housing, Merchandising
Jeff Loeffert, Music
Kim Loeffert, Music
Jon Loffi, Educational Studies
Michael Logan, History
Lanette Lopez Compton, Music
Matthew Lovern, Zoology
Andy Luse, Management Science & Information Systems
Trish MacVaugh, English
Gretchen Mafi, Animal Science
Karen Maguire, Economics & Legal Studies
Lisa Mantini, Mathematics
Brenda Masters, Statistics
Ted Matherly, Marketing
Karen McBee, Zoology
Sallie McCorkle, Art, Graphic Design & Art History
Lori McKinnon, Media & Strategic Communications
Heather McLaughlin, Sociology
Scott McMurry, Zoology
Cindy Melancon, Psychology
Jeanette Mendez, Political Science
Jesse Mendez, Educational Studies
Jeff Menne, English
Jeff Mermin, Mathematics
Bridget Miller, Applied Health & Educational Psychology
Ronald Miller, Finance
John Mintmire, Physics
Ehsan Moallem, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Adam Mulder, Art, Graphic Design & Art History
Leah Muriel, Accounting
Robert Myers, Mathematics
Gina Noble, Media & Strategic Communications
Alan Noell, Mathematics
Bailey Norwood, Agricultural Economics
Arpad Nyari, Zoology
Matthew O'Brien, Applied Health & Educational Psychology
Timothy O'Connell, Natural Resource Ecology & Management
Danielle O'Donol, Mathematics
Steven O'Hara, Architecture
Matthew O'Neill, Foreign Languages & Literature
Francisco Ochoa Corona, Entomology & Plant Pathology
Toni Oltenacu, Animal Science
Lisa Overall, Entomology & Plant Pathology
Monica Papes, Zoology
James Pappas, Management
Sue Parsons, Teaching & Curriculum Leadership
Tim Passmore, Applied Health & Educational Psychology
Lawrence Pasternack, Philosophy
Marianna Patrauchan, Microbiology & Molecular Genetics
Andrei Pavelescu, Mathematics
Elena Pavelescu, Mathematics
Mark Payton, Statistics
Derrell Peel, Agricultural Economics
Semra Peksoz, Design, Housing, Merchandising
Seth Perlow, English
Adriana Petrova, Design, Housing, Merchandising
John Phillips, Architecture
Wendy Picking, Microbiology & Molecular Genetics
Sara Place, Animal Science
David Pratt, Industrial Engineering & Management
James Puckette, Geology
Michael Rabens, Architecture
Vignesh Rajamani, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Josh Ramsey, Chemical Engineering
Doren Recker, Philosophy
Justen Renyer, Art, Graphic Design & Art History
Nathan Richardson, Architecture
Angel Riggs, Agricultural Education, Communications & Leadership
Lesley Rimmel, History
Richard Rohrs, History
Steven Ruby, Hotel & Restaurant Administration
Donald Ruhl, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Mary Ruppert-Stroescu, Design, Housing, Merchandising
Jennifer Sanders, Teaching & Curriculum Leadership
Joe Schatzer, Agricultural Economics
Gerald Schoenknecht, Botany
David Schrader, Psychology
Allen Scott, Music
Richard Sears, English
Tonia Sharlach, History
Jennifer Shaw, Zoology
Rebecca Sheehan, Geography
Weihua Sheng, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Danny Shipka, Media & Strategic Communications
Samantha Shoaf, Plant & Soil Sciences
Louise Siddons, Art, Graphic Design & Art History
Shelly Sitton, Agricultural Education, Communication, & Leadership
Alexis Smith, Management
Mike Sowell, Media & Strategic Communications
J.D. Spitler, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Steve Stadler, Geography
Dan Stein, Animal Science
Ajay Sukhdial, Marketing
Maureen Sullivan, Psychology
Larry Talent, Natural Resource Ecology & Management
Justin Talley, Entomology & Plant Pathology
John Te Velde, Foreign Languages & Literature
Keith Teague, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Lucero Tenorio, Foreign Languages & Literature
Michael Thompson, Religious Studies
Jack Titus, Art, Graphic Design & Art History
Nancy Titus-Piersma, Finance
Michel Toulouse, Computer Science
Alexander Tovstolis, Mathematics
Mary Towner, Zoology
Daniel Trippett, Philosophy
Monika Turek, Accounting
David Ullrich, Mathematics
Andrew Urich, Management
Ronald Van Den Bussche, Zoology
Deb VanOverbeke, Animal Science
John Veenstra, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Kristin Waldo, Sociology
Jeffrey Wallman, Marketing
Linda Watson, Botany
Rana Webber, Theatre
Paul Weckler, Biosystems/ Agricultural Engineering
Timothy Weidel, Philosophy
Ginger Welch, Human Development & Family Science
Tony Wells, Psychology
Stephanie Wheatley, Religious Studies
Rob Whiteley, Chemical Engineering
Gregory Wilber, Civil & Environmental Engineering
David Wright, Mathematics
Heather Yates, Engineering Technology
Gary Yen, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Manahloh Yihun, Geology
Gary Young, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Shaoqian Zhang, Art, Graphic Design & Art History